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Dare to Live: Devotions for all those More than The Hill, Not Under It! Rediscover God's grace,
hope, and power for living-regardless of your place or age in lifestyle. can be a jolt of spiritual
motivation, a quick increase for your soul. In Dare to Live 87-year-old author Elizabeth Van Liere
leads visitors through a thirty-day trip to a fuller knowledge of what this means to "season
gradually with a mighty and loving Savior. Start living for Him, now! These quick pictures of
instant inspiration may be just what you should continue. Whether new to the faith or a life-long
follower of Christ, readers old and youthful will discover the joy of what it means to be
transformed into the picture of Jesus and utilized for His reasons to the very end. The perfect
companion for all those Over The Hill, Not Under It!" This journey pursues a life seen as a
relevancy not regret, generosity not grumpiness, and compassion to the end.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ "It is written: 'I believed; therefore I've spoken.' With that
same spirit of faith we also believe and therefore speak.com/bohlbT" ~ Betty >br> You can join
Betty's Prayer Circle group at: http://eepurl. II Corinthians 4:13 (NIV) And yes, that is why I dared
to write both books and dare to require your prayers.
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Dare to Live Well, I'm not a senior yet... some day I hope to be. Van Liere delves into topics
pertinent to us as we age group: the aches &Each devotion starts with an integral verse followed
by a personal account. and I really like this little devotional. I've always had a center for seniors.
~Thanks!. your won't mine I liked it because it gave thus many life illustrations. the complete bit.
This book gives just that.Well written, often humorous, an excellent book if you are feeling the
effects of age & It's an excellent little devotional written for seniors. Growing Older is challenging
THE WRITER made me smile, chuckle, laugh out loud and shed tears as I read the devotions.
Elizabeth shares her personal tales in a quick, encouraging, pick-me-up type of way. :) Devotions
with Seniors at heart Compiled by a senior with seniors in mind, Dare to Live both looks at
lessons from the past also to aging with the grace in the present.Irrespective of where you are in
existence or how old you are... you matter! Dare to Live will help you to "rediscover God's grace,
hope and power for living. This assortment of devotions is usually a sweet reminder for anybody
at any age group that God has a plan for our lives and uses us for His glory all the way to the end
if we continue to Dare to Live... I think you'll enjoy this publication. At the end of the devotions
there are four actions for the reader: Prayer, A Stage Further (verses to look up), BLOCKS of Faith,
and Queries (for further reflection). You can check out their website at [... Society seems to forget
the mature population, hearing close friends frequently remark of feeling invisible. I love to read
their tales and find out about their struggles, their blessings. She shares verses, "Building Blocks
of Faith", asks questions at the end of every devotion, and always network marketing leads you
to God. The Author painted a positive and uplifting picture with shades of reality we encounter
daily regarding aging, therefore I rated this publication with 5 stars. A few times I questioned the
selfishness I saw, but overall, I found the book helpful. Mature Christians Only I definitely think
an elderly person can relate with the things written about in this devotional but We thought it
was on the depressing side to give to my dad who's not a strong Christian, so I will be giving it to
a more mature Christian who'll no doubt enjoy what God must say through the pages of this
devotion. I learned so very much and that I had not been too aged and God had function for me
to accomplish. I am so sorry! Ideal for older adults Go through this and laugh mainly because
you pray Fun devotional great devotions for seniors This book has good devotions designed
specifically for the senior citizen. It really is written in large print and it addresses conditions that
seniors encounter. Aging is fantastic in lots of ways, yet challenging as well.]. A few of the
devotions had been mediocre, but others had been inspiring or encouraging. The Author
brought the scripture passage Isaiah 46:4 clearly to brain as I read this reserve. I certainly
recommend this publication to all the older but bolder reader out there, a light but meaningful
go through. Devotionals for the Older Crowd This was an excellent collection of devotionals for
"older adults". The author has a common sense of humor too.. pains, lack of friends, planning for
our own death.Elizabeth Van Liere has written Dare to Live: Devotions for Those More than The
Hill, Not Under It all! how to deal with those with God's guidance.. I thought the cover was great
and uplifting but didn't go with what I thought the devotions would be about. Not Just For Those
Over The Hill I'm not really over the hill at this time, but I bought "Dare to Live: Devotions for
those over the Hill, Not really Under It! It got some very good queries that got me to considering.
keeper! I thoroughly enjoyed scanning this devotional. It offers samples of each emotion -
humor and sorrow, wish and faith, something for everyone. As I now match the group of 'older'
it appeared written just for me. I need to read this again with paper and pen to take notes."
Kindle Edition to read on my iPad. I'm glad I did so. "Dare to Live" is a good devotional. The title
hints at humor in the publication and there is, but the devotions also pack a punch. Here are just
a few of the topics covered: from gray hair, dating, grandkids, Alzheimer's, to the loss of a



partner. You'll find encouragement in each devotion..*I received this book from Kathy Carlton
Willis Communications in exchange for my honest review." If you are a senior, know a person
who is, or intend to end up being one.I'll certainly be buying copies as gifts for my parents and
grandparents. Great for older personal stories leading someone to ponder biblical principals. I
enjoy reading it myself but cannot give it to a fresh Christian. Mrs.
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